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In the modern day business scenario, as the 
need for businesses to store, collaborate and 
share data with customers, partners and third- 
parties increases, business users are looking 
for a secure Enterprise File Synchronization and 
Sharing solution to store, access and share 
their data with others.

Often a typical EFSS solution offer the end-
users file synchronization, sharing and access.  
But there is an increasing need from busines-
ses to support enterprise level 
of permission control, meta data 
possibilities in organising files 
with labels and smart folders and 
emailing of attachments directly 
to folders. 

In order to take advantage of
the data available in the existing 
business systems, businesses are 
looking for EFSS with integration 
capabilities. 

As there are more stricter rules and regulations
on the geographical location where the busi- 
ness data is stored, there is also a greater 
demand for hybrid cloud options within EFSS 
solutions. 

iCoordinator™ is developed based on these
business needs to have control over sensitive 
business data while meeting secure storage, 
easy accessibility and collaboration needs of 
users.
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– Enterprise File Synchronization and Sharing

iCoordinator™ is a cloud-based Enterprise File Synchronization and Sharing (EFSS) solution for 
businesses to store, share and synchronize files securely across devices meeting the mobility 
and collaboration needs of all users. 

In order to ensure that all sizes of business 
can utilize the solution, iCoordinator™ comes in 
three different editions, namely Basic, Business 
and Enterprise. The Enterprise edition can be 
further tailor made to specific needs of a busi- 
ness including external user connector where 
businesses are allowed to connect with unlimi- 
ted number of external users for a fixed fee. 
Enterprise edition customers will also have the 
hybrid cloud options by selecting the location 
where their files and other information are 
stored.

iCoordinator™ allows business to scale up
quickly without the need of buying new hard-

ware, additional storage or software. Whether 
the users are using Mac, PC or Mobile, iCoordi-
nator™ provides a consistent experience for all 
throughout these devices. Every team in the 
business is kept in synchronized while provi-
ding the robust security and the features that 
business need to manage them easily.

Above all, as a cloud-based solution, setting
up iCoordinator™ for your business takes only 
few minutes, and with ease the business can 
start using the world-class Enterprise File 
Synchronization and Sharing solution, 
iCoordinator™. 

Built for Business

■ Different editions to match the business need
■ External user connector
■ Hybrid cloud options

KEY BENEFITS
■ Meets the data security required by businesses for having a secure document mana- 
 gement environment with safe and secure management of rights

■ Improves collaboration and business productivity through secure file sharing with  
 people inside and outside the organization

■ Increased user access level control within the organization with the unique concept 
 of Portal and Workspaces

■ Empowers the users with access to data in all of their devices

■ Higher productivity and convenience by having offline access to files with Windows och 
 Mac OS X native integration

■ Better organization and efficient handling of files with labels and smart folders

■ Easy file management by having the ability to upload files over email 

■ Increases traceability and accountability of file handling with file audit trails

SIGN UP FOR A FREE TRIAL BY VISITING 
www.icoordinator.com/signup

Enterprise Grade File Management



With the Windows och Mac OS X native integra-
tion, iCoordinator™ synchronize all the files se-
curely and automatically between the desktop 
and the iCoordinator™ web interface folders. 

The integration allows users to have the files 

available offline to work with while they are 
not connected to Internet and get the files 
synched automatically the moment they are 
online again. 

Efficient Syncronization of Files

■ Windows och Mac OS X native integration
■ Fast and reliable synchronisation
■ Offline file management
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Effective Collaboration

Secure Document Management

iCoordinator™ enables business to take con- 
trol of their content in many ways. Granular 
level permission makes sure that only the 
relevant users see what they need to see. 
The audit trails of the file events and per-
mission changes ensure that the adminis-
trators can verify the folders and files that 
are added and modified on the Portal and 
any of the permission changes.

As far as the individual user is concerned, 
the files can be locked, preventing it from 
any further changes.  

The automatic version control ensures 
that the user is working on the latest 
version of the file, but never lose an earlier 
version if the user needs to go back.

Having the ability to add labels to files and folders 
and generate different file listing views through 
Smart folders, iCoordinator™ allow users to easily 
categorize and organize files.

As the Smart folder acts as the virtual folder,
with labelling files can be routed and organized 
automatically to a designated folder. For examle 
by using a simple label of  “Reviewed”, all the 
reviewed files can be automatically generated 
within the Smart folder with that label criteria. 
This enables easy workflows where documents 

associated with particular labels can be auto-
matically routed and presented to the users in 
Smart folders. 

In order to make the file management easier,
iCoordinator™ allows users to add files to a 
particular Workspace or a folder on the Portal 
by sending email with attachements. The unique 
and highly secure email links specific to a user 
and the folder can be obtained from the  
iCoordinator™ web interface.

With the unique concept of Portal and Work- 
spaces, iCoordinator™ offers businesses to have 
cloud-based secure Portals to store all their bu-
siness data. Within the Portal, the storage areas 
are further divided into Workspaces followed by 
folders and files with own access rights. A work- 
space can be represented by a department in 
the organization, an area for a customer, a place 
for suppliers, a project or a group within the 
department.

Access to a Portal is strictly restricted via in-

vitation. With different levels of permissions
for read and edit on a user as well as group 
level, businesses can ensure that individual 
users and groups only see what they are 
allowed to.

With support for viewing several hundreds of
filetypes throh the built-in documentviewer, 
having files arranged in a familiar structure for 
easy navigation and access possibility from 
different devices, businesses can create, store, 
share and collaborate on files in a secure way.
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One of the key aspects of iCoordinator™ is to enable 
effective collaboration between the internal as well 
as external users associated with the business. 
Business users can easily upload files, organize 
them into folders, share link of the files to other 
users. With file level read och edit permission 
settings, only the permitted users will have the 
possibility to read or edit the files. 

Users can quickly share a link with the exter-
nal users who are not members of the Portal. 
Provision to set the link access level to anyone 
with the link, Portal members or only to the 
author, gives further control on what is shared 
and who can see the shared file. 

With the provision to have Workspace groups, 
users can collaborate with different groups 
within the Workspace in an easy way.

The availability of files on the Mobile devices
provide users access to the files from anywhere 
and the possibility to share them while they 
are travelling allowing them to collaborate with 
others any time. 

Access permissions for users can be easily
configured for a Workspace and read, edit per-
missions can be granted to a particular user or a 
group for a folder and down to the file level. This 
makes  the collaboration between the different 
user groups within the business easy and secure. 

Better File Organization and Management

■ Labels
■ Smart folders

Total Control Over Content

■ Portal
■ Workspaces

■ Audit trails of file events and permission changes
■ File locking
■ Automatic versioning

■ Easy document workflows
■ Upload files over email

■ Share file as link
■ Link access level
■ Mobile access

■ Workspacegroups
■ User och group level permissions

Key Features

■ Granular permissions
■ Document Viewer
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In the modern day business scenario, as the 
need for businesses to store, collaborate and 
share data with customers, partners and third- 
parties increases, business users are looking 
for a secure Enterprise File Synchronization and 
Sharing solution to store, access and share 
their data with others.

Often a typical EFSS solution offer the end-
users file synchronization, sharing and access.  
But there is an increasing need from busines-
ses to support enterprise level 
of permission control, meta data 
possibilities in organising files 
with labels and smart folders and 
emailing of attachments directly 
to folders. 

In order to take advantage of
the data available in the existing 
business systems, businesses are 
looking for EFSS with integration 
capabilities. 

As there are more stricter rules and regulations
on the geographical location where the busi- 
ness data is stored, there is also a greater 
demand for hybrid cloud options within EFSS 
solutions. 

iCoordinator™ is developed based on these
business needs to have control over sensitive 
business data while meeting secure storage, 
easy accessibility and collaboration needs of 
users.
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– Enterprise File Synchronization and Sharing

iCoordinator™ is a cloud-based Enterprise File Synchronization and Sharing (EFSS) solution for 
businesses to store, share and synchronize files securely across devices meeting the mobility 
and collaboration needs of all users. 

In order to ensure that all sizes of business 
can utilize the solution, iCoordinator™ comes in 
three different editions, namely Basic, Business 
and Enterprise. The Enterprise edition can be 
further tailor made to specific needs of a busi- 
ness including external user connector where 
businesses are allowed to connect with unlimi- 
ted number of external users for a fixed fee. 
Enterprise edition customers will also have the 
hybrid cloud options by selecting the location 
where their files and other information are 
stored.

iCoordinator™ allows business to scale up
quickly without the need of buying new hard-

ware, additional storage or software. Whether 
the users are using Mac, PC or Mobile, iCoordi-
nator™ provides a consistent experience for all 
throughout these devices. Every team in the 
business is kept in synchronized while provi-
ding the robust security and the features that 
business need to manage them easily.

Above all, as a cloud-based solution, setting
up iCoordinator™ for your business takes only 
few minutes, and with ease the business can 
start using the world-class Enterprise File 
Synchronization and Sharing solution, 
iCoordinator™. 

Built for Business

■ Different editions to match the business need
■ External user connector
■ Hybrid cloud options

KEY BENEFITS
■ Meets the data security required by businesses for having a secure document mana- 
 gement environment with safe and secure management of rights

■ Improves collaboration and business productivity through secure file sharing with  
 people inside and outside the organization

■ Increased user access level control within the organization with the unique concept 
 of Portal and Workspaces

■ Empowers the users with access to data in all of their devices

■ Higher productivity and convenience by having offline access to files with Windows och 
 Mac OS X native integration

■ Better organization and efficient handling of files with labels and smart folders

■ Easy file management by having the ability to upload files over email 

■ Increases traceability and accountability of file handling with file audit trails

SIGN UP FOR A FREE TRIAL BY VISITING 
www.icoordinator.com/signup

Enterprise Grade File Management
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